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Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned ... especially a dead one holding a grudge.Back on
Deadwood's list of Usual Suspects, Violet Parker is hip deep in wild frights and fired-up females.
After juggling bitter threats, haunted buildings, and vengeful ghosts, the last thing she needs is a
pair of bullheaded detectives trying to pin another murder on her tail. Can Violet find the real killer
before she ends up behind bars? Or worse, on a slab at the morgue.
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Seriously folks, do not eat or drink anything while reading this book. I almost died twice because of
this. The funny parts just kind of sneak up on you.The Deadwood crew are back and are just as
funny and entertaining as ever. The situations poor Violet finds herself in many times are hilarious
as well as heart poundingly frightening. This book has an excellent mix of mystery, action, steam
and wit as with all of the others in this series. If ever asked, I don't think I could pick a favorite part
because there are so many. I mean any time Cornelius is on the scene, when Violet and Cooper (or
even Hawke) are at each other's throat, when old man Harvey just opens his mouth to speak, all of

these are parts are entertaining and often hilarious. And let's not forget the sizzling chemistry
between Violet and Doc.Many questions were answered, but many more have come to light. Ann
Charles states at the end of this book that this series will run for quite some time and I cannot begin
to explain how happy this makes me. Well done Ms. Charles! I will be anxiously awaiting the next
book!

Once again, ann Charles has blown me away. Love is such an inadequate word to describe this
series. Violet, Doc, and the gang are back and up to their eyeballs in spooky stuff. I can't get
enough of it!

Once again Ann takes us on a wild time in the Deadwood Mystery series! All of our old friends are
there to help Violet on her way to some crazy times. There was a big surprise (to me anyways)
thrown in but Iâ€™m not one to spoil things so you will have to read the story and see for yourself
what it is! Any whooâ€¦If you love a great storyâ€¦if you love getting lost in the antics and lives of
great charactersâ€¦then this book and series is definitely for you! Ann Charles, with her magical way
of weaving a story, with many laugh out loud moments and seriously funny situations that had my
stomach hurting from laughing so hard is definitely an author that you should be reading! I can
recommend this book to friends, family and everyone without hesitation because it is amazing!

I know, you always hear "WOW, love this book!!" but the truth is, I do love these books! Ann Charles
has a wicked sense of humor and it comes out in her books. From the first book in this series I have
been hooked. These books are written with a sharp wit, snappy and quick dialogue and characters
that are so well developed you wish they could be your best friends!In this seventh book in the
series, we come face to face with one of Violets worst nightmares.....and Violet is thrown once again
back on top of the list of usual suspects in another murder! Its up to her to find the truth before she
is arrested.Please Ann, NEVER stop this series!

Oh my word, I have read every book in this series and it just keeps getting better. While Ann
Charles has laid out the groundwork for this series, I have found the last two books to have taken
the series to another level. Instead of interesting situations with resolutions, this series has
interwoven situations and the resolutions are simply another step to something far bigger in the
future. I'm not sure I can describe it any better than that without specifics.As always, Ann's writing is
fun. Her characters remain true and are continuously revealing more about themselves in each

book. The Deadwood series keeps me coming back for more. I can't wait for the pre-order button on
to order the next one!

Another great installment in the Deadwood series. The Good,the bad, and the ugly tribute was
hilarious! I like that Violet seems to finally be growing as a person and not rushing into things
without thinking. Oh don't worry there is still plenty of hijinx and attitude. In other words these books
seem to be getting better. Definitely not the same stuff different day rut some book series get in.
You will love how Natalie torments Rex!, it's way better than just beating the crap out of him.So if
you have been following the series, clear your calendar and start reading. If you haven't been
reading well clear your week and start at the beginning. The books really do build on each other.

Poor Cornelius is haunted day and night. He asks violet to get the ghost out of his head,especially
because she wants Parker dead. With some strange help, coop sees something in a jail cell that
spooks him. I don't like to give away the best parts of the book so get some pizza, a drink,and get
comfy. You won't want to put it down. If you haven't read the other books in the series, you can still
read this but you are going to want to read them all.

Ann Charles does it again! "A Wild Fright In Deadwood" is the 7th book in her Deadwood Series, a
series that is full of mystery, ghosts, the paranormal, suspense, romance and laugh out loud fun!
This book will have you sitting on the edge of your seat. Real Estate Agent Violet Parker is doing
more than selling houses. There is something going on in Deadwood, South Dakota and Violet is at
the center of the ghostly activities taking place not only in Deadwood, but also Lead. Pick up this
book, better yet, pick up the whole series, you won't be able to put the books down untilyou've read
them all. Violet Parker and her purple cowboy boots are going to walk right into your heart...
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